Mirai Hall, Denki Building Kyoso Kan

The hall is directly connected from the subway station "Watanabe dori eki" of Nanakuma line, so you don't get wet with rain.

ACCESS

<SUBWAY>
"Watanabe dori eki" of Nanakuma line

<BUS>
From Tenjin
- From the "Tenjin Daimaru-mae 4C" take bus and get off at "Watanabe-dori 1-chome".
- From the "Tenjin Core-mae 7B" take bus and get off at "Watanabe-dori 1-chome".

From Hakata Station
- From the "Hakata-eki Mae A" take bus and get off at "Watanabe-dori 1-chome".

<TAXI>
- Approx. 5 min. from Tenjin
- Approx. 7 min. from JR Hakata Station
- Approx. 25 min. from Fukuoka Airport